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1. Introduction

Many important biological functions, and dysfunctions, involve
the self-assembly of molecules. Two well-characterised exam-
ples are the clustering of signalling proteins in cellular mem-
branes (known as membrane rafts)[1] and the aggregation of
proteins leading to neurodegenerative diseases.[2, 3] A range of
biophysical techniques, such as gel electrophoresis, NMR, elec-
tron microscopy, X-ray crystallography and optical spectrosco-
py[4–6] are available to inform one on the structure and size of
the resulting molecular assemblies. However, traditional bio-
physical methods require extensive sample preparation, and
hence are destructive in nature, constricting experiments to an
in vitro or ex vivo context. Modern microscopic imaging tech-
niques are, on the other hand, compatible with the study of
live cells and organisms,[7–9] made possible by recent advances
in molecular labelling techniques.[10–13] As a result, advanced
molecular imaging techniques have led to a paradigm shift in
the life sciences.

Theodor Fçrster’s seminal work on the theory of resonance
energy transfer has played an inestimable role in accelerating
this revolution. Prompted by reflections on the efficiency of na-
ture’s light-harvesting process, namely photosynthesis, Fçrster
developed already in 1946 a quantitative theory for the non-ra-
diative transfer of excitation energy between fluorophores.
This acts via a dipole–dipole electrostatic interaction in the
1–10 nm range, a length scale characteristic of biological mole-
cules. Little was he to guess during his lifetime what the impli-
cations of his discoveries would be for modern biology.[14] Fçr-
ster resonance energy transfer (FRET) is today used in laborato-
ries all over the world to inform on phenomena that occur on
the molecular scale. FRET is compatible with a range of micro-
scopy techniques, improving on the resolution limit dictated
by diffraction (typically 250 nm for visible light) by close to

two orders of magnitude, opening our eyes to the molecular
physiology of living systems and diseases.

FRET is now a staple method in biology for probing molecu-
lar interactions, conformations and subcellular organisation.[15]

However, in the particular context of imaging the self-assembly
of biological molecules in live cells, applications are only just
emerging. A useful variant of FRET for this purpose is homo-
FRET, referring to the energy exchange between like fluoro-
phores. HomoFRET, in contrast to heteroFRET, requires only a
single fluorophore moiety for labelling and is detectable by
measuring the loss of anisotropy (i.e. loss of polarisation) in
the emission upon excitation with polarised light. Measure-
ments of homoFRET by fluorescence anisotropy imaging mi-
croscopy (FAIM) have great potential for measuring molecular
self-assembly in cells. It is thus timely to review the current
state-of-the-art and to identify key barriers that need to be
overcome for future breakthroughs. This article aims to provide
an outlook on recent developments of homoFRET anisotropy
imaging for molecular self-assembly, and focuses on aspects of
its practical implementation that are vital to the successful
transition from proof-of-concept experiments to new biological
discoveries.

The structure of the article is as follows. The theory of FRET,
and homoFRET in particular, is briefly described (readers
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should refer to refs. [16, 17] for more details). The instrumenta-
tion and calibration methods which have been developed for
rigorous FAIM imaging in the microscope setting are then re-
viewed. Case studies of successful implementations to biologi-
cal problem-solving are then discussed. Finally, key challenges
and future promises are outlined.

2. Theoretical Background

2.1. Photophysics of FRET

An expression for the rate of FRET from a donor to an acceptor
was first derived by Theodor Fçrster in 1946 based on a semi-
classical theory.[18] His theory improved on a classical but in-
complete model developed earlier by Perrin,[19] who first hy-
pothesised on the existence of the long range dipole–dipole
energy transfer [Eqs. (1) and (2)]:
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The rate of FRET kET may be described by Equations (1) and
(2), where tD is the radiative lifetime of the donor in the ab-
sence of FRET, R0 is the Fçrster distance for a particular donor–
acceptor pair, R is the donor–acceptor distance, k is the
dipole–dipole orientation factor, fD is the quantum yield of the
donor, n is the refractive index of the medium, and G is the
overlap integral between the donor emission and acceptor ab-
sorption spectra. R0 for typical fluorophores is in the 2–5 nm
range, and denotes the distance where the energy transfer effi-
ciency from donor to acceptor reaches 50 %.

An important realisation by Fçrster was that a resonance
condition between donor and acceptor dipoles must be fulfil-
led for FRET to occur, which is the case when the donor emis-
sion and the acceptor excitation spectra overlap. This gives rise
to the integral term G in Equation (2). In heteroFRET, donor
and acceptor fluorophores are spectrally distinct, and there is a
choice of optimal fluorophores to maximise the overlap inte-
gral. HeteroFRET can be measured in fluorescence microscopy
by measuring donor and acceptor emission intensity ratios,
changes in the donor emission lifetime, intensity changes

upon donor or acceptor photobleaching, and changes in emis-
sion anisotropy, all of which have been reviewed in ref. [20]. It
should be noted, however, that complications in interpreting
FRET signals may result from non-specific interactions or instru-
mental artefacts. Careful experimental design and controls are
thus needed to avoid the common pitfalls in FRET experiments
(summarised in refs. [21, 22]).

For homoFRET, only a single type of fluorophore is used and
one with a small Stokes shift (i.e. an appreciable overlap be-
tween the emission and absorption spectra) is required. Since
in this case the donors and acceptors are spectroscopically in-
distinguishable, intensity ratios or lifetime measurements
cannot be used to quantify homoFRET. Measuring the fluores-
cence anisotropy, although just one of many ways to quantify
heteroFRET, is the only established method of detecting homo-
FRET. HomoFRET between fluorophores whose dipole orienta-
tions are random has been shown to effectively randomise the
polarisation of the acceptor-emitted fluorescence. Fluorescence
anisotropy imaging microscopy (FAIM) is therefore a suitable
method to detect homoFRET arising from molecular self-as-
sembly in biology.

2.2. Probing Molecular Self-Assembly with HomoFRET

The phenomenon that FRET among molecules randomly ori-
ented in close proximity (i.e. within R0) results in randomisation
of the fluorescence polarisation has been exploited to gain in-
formation on molecular self-assembly. Table 1gives a summary
of such biological studies with FAIM (case studies are discussed
in detail in Section 4). While FAIM is applicable to both homo-
and heteroFRET, homoFRET is preferred to heteroFRET for stud-
ies of self-assembly, as the requirement for only a single type
of fluorescent label for the monomeric building blocks greatly
simplifies the experimental procedure.

The concept of FAIM is to measure the polarisation orienta-
tion of the fluorescence relative to that of the excitation light
in every image pixel. The fluorescence anisotropy r is conven-
tionally defined as Equation (3):

r ¼
Ik�GI?

Ik þ 2GI?
ð3Þ

Table 1. Examples of homoFRET fluorescence anisotropy imaging of molecular self-assembly in biology.

Self-assembly HomoFRET imaging
Molecule Function Probe Function Ref.

GPI-anchored[a] folate receptor Membrane clustering PLF[e] Detecting clusters [30]
GPI[a] Membrane clustering GFP, mYFP Detecting clusters and size distribution [46]
GPI[a] Membrane clustering GFP Cluster sizing [33, 53]
HSV-1 TK[b] Cell signalling GFP Detecting homo-dimers [35]
erbB1[c] Cell signalling eGFP Detecting homo-dimers [50]
hM1[d] Cell signalling eGFP Detecting homo-dimers [52]
a-synuclein Pathogenic protein aggregation YFP Detecting aggregates [27]

[a] GPI = Glycosylphosphatidylinisotol, [b] HSV-1 TK = Herpes simplex virus thymidine kinase, [c] erbB1 = Epidermal growth factor receptor, [d] hM1 = Human
M1 muscarinic acetylcholine receptor subtype, [e] PLF = Na-pteroyl-Ne-(4’-fluoresceinthiocarbamoyl)-l-lysine.
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where Ik and I? are the fluorescence intensity in the polarisa-
tion orientations parallel and perpendicular to that of the exci-
tation light, and G is the calibration factor that accounts for
the different detection sensitivities for light of the different po-
larisations. The determination of G is crucial for successful
FAIM imaging and is discussed in Section 5.

Figure 1illustrates the essentials of a) spectroscopic measure-
ments in cuvettes and b) FAIM. Linearly polarised light is used
to selectively excite fluorophores with dipoles in similar orien-
tations (this process is known as photoselection). The degree
of depolarisation that occurs during the lifetime of the excited
fluorophore is measured by resolving Ik and I? relative to the
polarisation of the excitation light. Fluorescence depolarisation
occurs mainly due to rotational diffusion and FRET between
molecules of different orientations. Therefore, FAIM can pro-
vide spatially resolved information on rotational mobility, mo-
lecular binding, or clustering of fluorescently labelled mole-
cules.[23–25]

As an example, the effects of homoFRET and heteroFRET on
the emitted fluorescence from dimers labelled with one or two
types of fluorophores are illustrated in Figure 2. In homoFRET,
only one type of fluorophore is present. When fluorophores
are randomly oriented in dimers, the fluorescence emission be-
comes depolarised relative to the linearly polarized excitation
light when homoFRET occurs. Because the same fluorophore
moiety acts both as the donor and acceptor in homoFRET,
energy transfer is reversible. This transfer of energy back to the
original donor, in addition to direct donor emission, give rise
to donor emission with a polarisation which is preferentially
orientated along the polarisation direction of the original exci-
tation light. As a result, the fluorescence emission when homo-
FRET occurs contains contributions from acceptors as well as

donors and hence is not completely depolarised. On the other
hand, the presence of two types of fluorophores (say A and B)
in a heteroFRET experiment gives rise to a mixture of AA, AB
and BB dimers. When the excitation light is tuned to the ab-
sorption peak of fluorophore A, the fluorescence consists of
contributions from A (the homoFRET signal) and B (the hetero-
FRET signal). In this case, the homoFRET and heteroFRET signals
may be spectrally separated and thus the heteroFRET signal is
more depolarised than the homoFRET signal.

HomoFRET depolarisation increases with the number of par-
ticipating fluorophores. This effect presents an opportunity for
cluster size quantification by measuring the degree of depolar-
isation. The maximum amount of homoFRET depolarisation for
a defined cluster occurs when the energy transfer has reached
equilibrium, that is, a point where all molecules in the cluster
have an equal probability of emitting a photon. Thus, the
larger the number of molecules in a cluster, the lower the ani-
sotropy of the overall fluorescence is due to increasing contri-
butions from sensitised acceptor emission. This is illustrated in
Figures 4 b,c. Runnels and Scarlata[26] derived a set of equations
to predict the amount of depolarisation based on cluster size

Figure 1. Fluorescence anisotropy spectroscopy and microscopy. Fluores-
cence-labelled molecules a) in a cuvette or b) on a microscope slide are ex-
cited with linearly polarised light (Iex). The amount of depolarisation that has
occurred during the lifetime of the fluorophore is measured by resolving the
fluorescence intensity parallel and perpendicular to the excitation polarisa-
tion (Ik and I? ). Images of Ik and I? offer pixel-by-pixel anisotropy measure-
ments, enabling intracellular features to be resolved.

Figure 2. Principles of HomoFRET and HeteroFRET. a) HomoFRET results from
overlap between the absorption (blue) and emission (green) spectra of a
single type of fluorophores. b) When homoFRET occurs in dimers, the emit-
ted fluorescence consists of direct donor emission and sensitised acceptor
emission. The fluorescence is thus not completely depolarised. c) Hetero-
FRET results from overlap between the emission spectrum of one fluoro-
phore (the donor *, spectra in solid lines) and the absorption spectrum of a
different fluorophore (the acceptor ^ , spectra in dotted lines). d) For hetero-
FRET, two types of fluorophores are present (* and ^), and fluorophores *

are selectively excited with polarized light at its absorption wavelength
(blue). Only a proportion of the population consists of both types of fluoro-
phores that give rise to a heteroFRET signal. The fluorescence due to hetero-
FRET (red) can be spectrally separated from the homoFRET signal (green)
and is more depolarised as heteroFRET is irreversible . The area highlighted
in grey represents the spectral overlap where FRET occurs. Molecules whose
dipoles are not aligned with the polarisation of the excitation light are not
excited (Section 2.2). In (b) and (d), the blue arrows represent the excitation
light; the green and red arrows represent the emitted fluorescence from *

and ^ respectively. The length of the vertical and horizontal arrows repre-
sent the magnitude of Ik and I? respectively.
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(up to four) and interfluorophore distance within the cluster. It
should be noted that the incremental decrease in overall ani-
sotropy becomes smaller as cluster size increases, making the
technique more useful for quantifying smaller clusters. This,
however, does not preclude the usefulness of homoFRET to
detect the presence of larger clusters. For example, in ref. [27]
homoFRET anisotropy imaging was used to study large amy-
loid aggregates of alpha-synuclein in vitro as a model of Par-
kinson’s disease (Figure 3). The example shows that upon ag-
gregation, the high anisotropy for soluble monomeric proteins
decreases due to homoFRET among the attached YFP-labels. A
decrease in anisotropy was also observed in solutions as a
function of aggregation time (measured in a spectrofluorome-
ter), whereas no change was observed for beta-synuclein,
which does not aggregate (Figure 3 b). The observed anisotro-
py changes cannot be uniquely related to changes in oligomer
size, but indicate changes in the relative fraction of monomeric
and aggregated species in the measurement volume. Such
methods may be useful to screen for, and assess the efficacy
of, anti-aggregating drugs. Some attempts at quantifying ho-
moFRET from large clusters have been made. For example, the
effect of homoFRET in large aggregates on the time-resolved
anisotropy of the fluorescence has been predicted using
Monte Carlo simulations, based on assumptions on the protein
aggregate structure and fluorophore-labelling frequency.[28]

In addition to homoFRET, rotational diffusion of molecules
also causes depolarisation of fluorescence emission. Molecules
with a rotational correlation time V shorter than their fluores-
cence lifetime tD emit fluorescence, the polarisation vector of
which is correspondingly rotated relative to the excitation field
(illustrated in Figure 4 a). For homoFRET studies, it is beneficial
to have a system in which rotational depolarisation is negligi-
ble. This may be accomplished by using a fluorescent probe
for which V@ tD. Fortunately, most fluorescent proteins satisfy

this criterion (e.g. tD~3 ns and V~20 ns for free GFP in aque-
ous solution, which represents the lower limit of V for GFP-la-
belled proteins[29]). Furthermore, techniques which vary homo-
FRET efficiency but not the rate of rotational diffusion, for ex-

Figure 3. FAIM images of YFP-labelled alpha-synuclein aggregates in vitro. HomoFRET among YFP-labels on aggregated recombinant alpha-synuclein (AS)
leads to depolarised fluorescence. a) Fluorescence intensity (top row) and anistropy (bottom row) images of AS-YFP in soluble and aggregated form (columns
2 and 3). Column 1 shows a control experiment for purified YFP in solution. b) Spectroscopic measurements of anisotropy show a decrease in the spatially
averaged anisotropy as a function of aggregation time. For beta-synuclein (BS), which does not aggregate, no change in r is observed.[27] Reprinted from T. J.
van Ham, A. Esposito, J. R. Kumita, S.-T. D. Hsu, G. S. Kaminski Schierle, C. F. Kaminski, C. M. Dobson, E. A. A. Nollen, C. W. Bertoncini, J. Molec. Biol. 2010, 395,
627–642, with permission from Elsevier.

Figure 4. Depolarisation by rotational diffusion and homoFRET. Fluorophores
excited by linearly polarised light emit depolarised fluorescence due to rota-
tional diffusion and/or homoFRET. a) A fluorophore with rotational correla-
tion time V shorter than its fluorescence lifetime tD emits fluorescence with
polarisation orientation unaligned with that of the excitation light. b), c) Ho-
moFRET between randomly-oriented fluorophores in clusters leads to depo-
larised emission—bigger clusters lead to more depolarised fluorescence
emission. d) However, if molecular dipoles of the fluorophores in a cluster
are aligned with each other, little depolarisation will occur. HomoFRET
occurs on a shorter timescale than rotational diffusion (t�1/kET for FRET and
V for rotational diffusion), allowing experimental identification by time-re-
solved anisotropy measurements (see Figure 5).
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ample, through photobleaching, varying labelling frequency
and red-edge excitation of fluorophores,[30, 31] can be used to
distinguish the homoFRET depolarisation component from
that caused by rotational diffusion.

3. HomoFRET Fluorescence Anisotropy
Imaging: Practical Details

3.1. Instrumentation

The simplest implementation of FAIM is achieved by addition
of polarisers in the excitation and emission paths of the micro-
scope system. Two consecutive images are recorded and the
emission polariser is rotated from a parallel to a perpendicular
orientation relative to the excitation polariser between record-
ings. However, for biological experiments simultaneous detec-
tion is favoured as samples tend to drift and/or photobleach.
Here, a polarising beam-splitter is often used in the emission
path, directing fluorescence of each polarisation to a separate
detector. Another method for simultaneous detection makes
use of a Wollaston crystal which separates the polarisations in
the emission spatially for their subsequent detection on differ-
ent areas of a detector array. This allows faster detection and
provides potential for incorporating multidimensional fluores-
cence measurements, for example, a combination of simulta-
neous spectral and anisotropy detection.[32]

Like all fluorescence methods, FAIM can be carried out in
steady-state or time-resolved mode. Figure 5 illustrates how
steady-state and time-resolved anisotropy measurements can
be used to identify rotational and homoFRET depolarisation.
As homoFRET occurs on a much faster timescale than rotation
diffusion for GFP in live cells,[33, 29] a measurement of the time-
resolved anisotropy decay permits the two to be separated by
resolving the multi-exponential decay components. Steady-
state experiments are much simpler to implement, but data

are temporally averaged [equivalent to the area under the plot
of r(t) as a function of time, see Figure 5]. As a result, the infor-
mation on homoFRET contained in the rate of the anisotropy
decay is lost. On the other hand, setup and data analysis for
time-resolved techniques are much more complex and only a
few studies on time-resolved FAIM have been reported so
far.[33–36] One requires a pulsed excitation source and time-cor-
related detection of Ik(t) and I?(t) by fluorescence lifetime
imaging (FLIM) to measure the time-resolved anisotropy r(t),
which is defined by Equation (4):

rðtÞ ¼
IkðtÞ�GI?ðtÞ

IkðtÞ þ 2GI?ðtÞ
ð4Þ

where Ik(t) and I?(t) are intensity decay functions of the paral-
lel and perpendicular emissions deconvolved from the respec-
tive instrument response functions.[25] For the study of self-as-
sembly, the additional information contained in the time-re-
solved measurement of anisotropy decay r(t) can provide fur-
ther insights into the system, such as cluster sizes and distribu-
tions.[37, 33] Figure 5 illustrates how homoFRET, cluster size and
rotation affect r(t).

3.2. FAIM Implementation Guidelines

The quantification of fluorescence anisotropy using a micro-
scope setup presents specific challenges. Subtle variations in
the experimental conditions can cause large uncertainties in
the measurement. In the following section a few of the most
important experimental issues are summarised to encourage a
rigorous approach.

3.2.1. Microscope Optics

FAIM of molecular clusters relies on the accurate measurement
of the degree of depolarisation between the excitation light
and emitted fluorescence, caused by homoFRET. However, the
multitude of optical components in a microscope inevitably
also leads to depolarisation of light, which introduces system-
atic error to the anisotropy measurement. In particular, the mi-
croscope objective causes a mixing of different polarisation
components because excitation and emission light cones sub-
tend large solid angles a from the sampling point (Figure 6).[38]

For objectives with large numerical apertures, where NA = sina,
the measured anisotropy r will be lower than the theoretical
value (or that measured on a spectrofluorometer). The discrep-
ancy depends not only on the specific combination of optical
components in a microscope system, but also on the position
of a pixel in the field of view. Hence, there is no general algo-
rithm to correct for this. One can measure the degree of depo-
larisation caused by microscope optics by comparing measure-
ments of r for a fluorescent dye of small hydrodynamic radius
in solvents of varying viscosity against those from a commer-
cial spectrofluorometer. For example rhodamine 6G can be
used in water with increasing proportions of glycerol. The
problem can be ameliorated (but not avoided altogether) by

Figure 5. Time-resolved anisotropy decay r(t) resulting from depolarisation
from rotational diffusion and homoFRET. HomoFRET occurs on a shorter
timescale than rotational diffusion, and its presence can be detected as a
fast decay component in the time-resolved anisotropy decay. The solid lines
denote typical anisotropy decays for N fluorophores in a cluster, with negli-
gible rotational diffusion; the dotted lines are those with detectable rota-
tional diffusion indicated by the presence of a slower decay component.
Steady-state anisotropy measurements are temporally-averaged, and are de-
noted by the area under the curves. Larger clusters lead to both lower
steady-state r and r1 (r at long times) values, but the incremental decrease
in anisotropy reduces for increasing cluster size N.[26]
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avoiding the use of high NA objectives (>0.75)[39] or by meas-
uring anisotropy changes relative to those from a control
sample (e.g. a sample of solely monomers). The former inevita-
bly leads to loss of spatial resolution.

One also requires a calibration to determine the G factor,
which appears in Section 2.2 and accounts for the difference in
sensitivity of the detection optics to light of different polarisa-
tions. G may be estimated from a reference with a known ani-
sotropy value rref according to Equation (5) below. This is most
easily obtained with a fast-rotating dye, for which rref�0. It is
important that a dye is chosen with an emission spectrum
close to that of the sample to be measured, as G is wave-
length-dependent:[23, 24, 39]

G ¼
Ikð1�rrefÞ

I?ð1þ 2rrefÞ
ð5Þ

3.2.2. Fluorescence Intensity and Light Scattering

Determination of the fluorescence anisotropy r relies on pre-
cise intensity measurements. Great care must be taken not to
saturate the fluorescence emission and to choose an excitation
intensity range for which signals vary linearly. Saturation
causes enhanced excitation of misaligned fluorophores (degra-
dation of the photoselection process mentioned in Sec-
tion 2.2), and results in an underestimation of the anisotropy
value.[40] Secondly, photobleaching must be minimised as it re-
duces the number of fluorophores on the probed molecular
clusters. Therefore, significant photobleaching increases the ef-
fective distance R between fluorophores and thus reduces the
homoFRET efficiency. This effect leads to an underestimation of
the cluster size.

On the other hand, the fidelity of anisotropy measurements
increases with photon number,[40] and hence there is an opti-

mal balance between maximising available signal whilst keep-
ing fluorophore saturation and photobleaching at acceptable
levels. There are important consequences associated with the
nature of imaging biological samples: in live cells, the expres-
sion levels of fluorescent proteins may fluctuate in time, and
the sample environment and signal levels are continuously
changing. Because of these temporal drifts in the sample as
well as instrumental drifts, it may be difficult to compare aniso-
tropy data obtained from sequential recordings. Errors arising
in the comparison of data from separate images are usually
higher than those from different locations within the same
image, as drifts are less significant in the latter case.[41]

Light scattering in thick samples also leads to a depolarisa-
tion of excitation and fluorescence light.[42–44] Monte Carlo sim-
ulations and data from experiments presented in refs. [43, 44]
have shown that anisotropy values decrease with increasing
number of scattering events. This effect can be pronounced
when imaging turbid biological samples and can be partially
suppressed through the use of low NA objectives and appro-
priately selected pinholes in confocal microscopy. These meas-
ures help in the rejection of scattered light and thus in the
preservation of the polarisation state, but also lead to loss of
resolution and a reduction in the signal-to-noise ratio with the
associated problems discussed in Section 3.2.2.

3.2.3. Image Post-Processing

Computation of r in every image pixel requires quantitative
image processing from images corresponding to Ik and I? sig-
nals [according to Eq. (3)] , which are subject to Poisson noise.
In addition, the factors discussed in the preceding sections can
cause large standard deviations in the measured r within and
between images, even for identical cluster sizes, which can
hinder meaningful interpretation of the underlying molecular
states. Post-processing can improve signal-to-noise ratios and
therefore anisotropy resolution. Spatial filtering such as Gaussi-
an or median filtering have been applied to background-cor-
rected Ik and I? images before computation of r images.[40]

Sensibly applied, such filters can improve the overall quality of
the obtained anisotropy images.

4. Case Studies

4.1. Detecting Cellular Membrane Rafts

The organisation of proteins and lipids into domains in cellular
membranes (“membrane rafts”) has been considered to be an
essential feature of their function, but the detection of such
domains in membranes of living cells has not been straightfor-
ward. The main challenges are posed by the phase of the
membrane as an ordered liquid, and the small size (100–
200 nm) and dynamic nature of the hypothesised rafts.[45]

Varma and Mayor[30] applied homoFRET anisotropy imaging to
detect domains for glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI)-anchored
proteins in membranes of live cells, providing compelling evi-
dence for their existence. The design of the experiment was
based on a hypothesis that the homoFRET efficiency should

Figure 6. Depolarisation by microscope objectives. Light subtends a larger
solid angle at the sample when focused by an objective with a high numeri-
cal aperture (NA), introducing more mixing of horizontal and vertical polari-
sations.[38]
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vary differently with fluorophore density, depending on wheth-
er the proteins are randomly distributed across the membrane
(i.e. absence of membrane rafts) or clustered into domains (i.e.
presence of membrane rafts). The homoFRET induced depolari-
sation should increase with density in randomly distributed
proteins, whereas no such dependence on density would be
expected for domain-bound proteins. The experiments re-
vealed uniform anisotropy distributions in labelled GPI-anch-
ored protein expressing cells. By photobleaching and thus re-
ducing the fluorophore density, an increase in the anisotropy
was observed in cells expressing GPI-anchored proteins, consis-
tent with the lipid raft hypothesis. In contrast, little change
was observed on photobleaching cells expressing randomly
distributed transmembrane-anchored proteins.

The methodology was extended in a number of ways by
Sharma et al.[46] Firstly, it was applied to demonstrate the exis-
tence of clusters of various GPI-anchored proteins in multiple
cell lines. Secondly, time-resolved anisotropy measurement by
sequential Ik(t) and I?(t) measurements, using FLIM with
TCPSC, was used to identify homoFRET depolarisation. An esti-
mate of the inter-fluorophore distance R of <4 nm was de-
rived from the homoFRET rate, determined by the fast aniso-
tropy decay component, using Fçrster’s equations. It is worth
noting that this analysis involves the fitting of a two-compo-
nent exponential decay to the time-resolved anisotropy, which
is only approximate for clusters of N>2. Thus, the ability of
this approach to quantify cluster size accurately using homo-
FRET is limited, although complementary control experiments
described in that paper[46] suggest indeed that the domains
are small and consist of only a few molecules. Moreover, they
derived a model to predict the anisotropy change with de-
creasing fluorophore concentrations based on how the GPI-
anchored proteins could be organised on the cell surface:
1) proteins are all in domains, 2) protein domains coexist with
isolated proteins distributed on the surface and 3) proteins are
arranged uniformly along the periphery of individual domains.
It was found that experimental data were consistent with
model 2. Based on anisotropy measurements, Sharma et al.[46]

were then able to determine the co-localisation of multiple
GPI-anchored proteins in the same cluster and the influence of
cholesterol and cross-linking on these clusters, thus giving
more insights into their biological function.

These studies demonstrate the value of homoFRET anisotro-
py imaging in helping to elucidate biological problems that
are especially challenging for traditional biophysical or bio-
chemical assays. The work is a particularly good example of
the level of detail and biological insight that can be obtained
through the combined application of advanced imaging, and
sound qualitative and quantitative reasoning in a hypothesis
driven approach to the problem. Other fluorescence methods
of studying lipid rafts in live cells have also been devel-
oped.[47–49] For example, the fluorescent probe laurdan has an
emission spectrum that is sensitive to the water content in
membranes, and a comparison of fluorsecence intensities emit-
ted in the regions 400–460 nm and 470–530 nm informs on
the ordering of lipids in membrane rafts.[47, 48] Stimulated emis-
sion depletion (STED) microscopy with fluorescence correlation

spectroscopy (FCS) has also been used to show that species
hypothesised to be in rafts exhibit restricted diffusion in do-
mains of <~20 nm in diameter, revealing heterogeneity in
their distribution on the plasma membrane.[49] The application
of STED improves spatial resolution in the x–y plane to below
the wavelength of light, and, when combined with FCS, is par-
ticularly suited to detecting small and transient entities. Al-
though both methods can be operated to be compatible with
studies in live cells, they provide limited information on the
molecular organisation in the rafts but are useful complements
to homoFRET.

4.2. Detecting and Sizing Protein Clusters

HomoFRET anisotropy has been widely applied in spectroscop-
ic studies to detect oligomerisation of proteins. Far fewer have
been extended to imaging. Gautier et al.[35] utilised fluores-
cence steady-state and time-resolved anisotropy measure-
ments to demonstrate the ability of homoFRET detection by
identifying a fast component in the anisotropy decay. Based
on the known dimeric structure of the crystallised protein from
X-ray diffraction and a symmetric dimer model, the homoFRET
rate and the relative orientation between the two GFP chro-
mophores were estimated from the measured anisotropy
decay. Lidke et al.[50] utilised a technique called rFLIM[51] based
on frequency-domain lifetime imaging for this purpose. Again
the authors observed an increase in anisotropy of a GFP-la-
belled cell-surface protein in cells upon photobleaching and a
concomitant reduction in labelling frequency, interpreted as
evidence for homoFRET due to the formation of homo-dimers
or -oligomers. Marquer et al.[52] also applied steady-state aniso-
tropy imaging to detect the homo-dimerisation of a G-protein-
coupled receptor in live cells by measuring a decrease in aniso-
tropy due to homoFRET when cells are incubated with a ligand
that stabilises the homodimeric form of the receptor.

Earlier homoFRET studies for protein self-assembly as de-
scribed above focused mainly on detecting reduced anisotropy
upon cluster formation and attributing the effect to homoFRET.
Bader et al.[33, 53] report on a promising development of the
technique to enable the quantification of protein cluster sizes.
The technique, named cluster size imaging, is based on meas-
uring time-resolved anisotropy in the extreme tail of the signal
decay. The measured residual anisotropy, r1, requires only a
moderate temporal resolution in the time-resolved anisotropy
measurement (only four time gates with ns resolution in
refs. [33, 53]) and hence simpler instrumentation. Theoretical ar-
guments reported in refs. [26, 37] show that homoFRET in clus-
ters leads to an r1 which may be expressed as a function of r0

for monomers and N, the cluster size, under the assumptions
that: 1) the orientations of the fluorophores are random
(Figure 4), 2) the depolarisation due to rotational diffusion is
negligible (Figure 5) and 3) the homoFRET rate is much faster
than the rate of fluorescence. Under these assumptions, a mea-
surement of r0 and r1 yields an estimate of the protein cluster
size N. Assumption (3) implies that energy exchange by homo-
FRET has reached equilibrium in the cluster and the probability
of photon emission is equal for all fluorophores in the cluster
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when r1 is recorded. As demonstrated in ref. [33] , this is usual-
ly valid for small clusters for which the homoFRET efficiency is
greater than 0.5.

The analysis becomes more complex if the fluorophores are
partially aligned (as may happen for membrane proteins for
example, or other highly ordered oligomeric structures).[53] In
this case, the orientation of the acceptor fluorophore is corre-
lated to that of the donor fluorophore, reducing the degree of
depolarisation due to homoFRET and limiting the applicability
of the theory by Runnels and Scalata (Figure 4).[26] To circum-
vent this problem, Bader et al.[53] created constructs for con-
trolled oligomerisation of GFP in the cytoplasm and nucleus of
cells, and measured values of r1/r0 for dimers and higher olig-
omers as references for calibration. Under the assumption that
the cytosolic contructs can be used as controls for membrane
protein systems, the anisotropy images based on r1 of the
system can be converted to cluster size images using the ob-
tained calibration values. Figure 7 shows the intensity, r1 and
cluster size images of a live cell, revealing the clustering pro-
pensity of GPI-anchored proteins in the plasma membrane.
The advantage of measuring cluster sizes based on r1 is that
relatively simpler instrumentation with low time resolution is

required because the complete anisotropy decay need not be
resolved. However, the study also highlights two major limita-
tions in the use of homoFRET to quantify protein cluster sizes
in cells. Firstly, existing models relating anisotropy to cluster
size all rely on the assumption that the dipoles of the fluoro-
phores are randomly oriented, because FAIM is inherently
unable to detect clusters in which the dipoles are perfectly
aligned (Figure 4). Secondly, as noted by Bader et al. , the re-
ported cluster sizes represent average values of all clusters in
the detection volume, which is typically >~0.01 mm3 and con-
tains many molecules. Hence, the average cluster size as infer-
red from FAIM data must be treated with caution because
there may not be a unique relationship between spatially aver-
aged FAIM data and the distribution of cluster sizes in the
sample volume. An alternative method for sizing protein clus-
ters has been presented by Yeow and Clayton,[54] who devel-
oped an analytical method for deducing size distribution of
oligomers by theory relating the steady-state anisotropy and
labelling frequency, an approach similar to that of Sharma
et al.[46] Their model, based on the binomial distribution of
clusters of different labelled fractions and a linear combination
of anisotropy from each fraction, predicts that the steady-state

anisotropy as a function of labelling frequency of a
cluster of size N is a polynomial of order N�1. This
method is theoretically capable of determining mini-
mum cluster sizes when the sample contains mix-
tures of monomers and clusters, as the effect of re-
ducing the labelling fraction increases the anisotropy
from clusters but leaves the anisotropy of monomers
unchanged. However, in the analysis for cluster size
quantification it is subsequently assumed that the
anisotropy of clusters containing more than one fluo-
rophore is zero, which is not generally valid because
of direct donor emission and the reversibility of ho-
moFRET (Section 2.2).

5. Summary

Over the last decade or so there have been signifi-
cant advances in the development of quantitative
methods for the determination of homoFRET in a mi-
croscope setting, opening yet another avenue along
which Fçrster’s work will continue to generate scien-
tific momentum. This article reviews theory and ap-
plication of homoFRET with a particular focus on
studies of molecular clustering in a biological envi-
ronment. Whilst the method theoretically appears to
be suited for this task, there are considerable practi-
cal challenges: depolarisation of excitation and fluo-
rescence light through microscope optics and the
heterogeneity of biological samples such as cells can
cause large random and systematic errors and com-
plicate the interpretation of measured data. These
also make accurate quantification of cluster sizes dif-
ficult. As a result there are still only a handful of re-
ported homoFRET microscopy experiments that have
produced genuine insight in the field of molecular

Figure 7. Protein cluster size imaging in cells. A) Time-resolved anisotropy measurements
by time-gated detection at 1, 3, 5 and 7 ns reveal homoFRET in GPI–GFP in cells. B) is an
intensity-only image. C) Pixel-by-pixel measurement of r1values is converted to a cluster
size image (D), showing average cluster size Nav�3 in the plasma membrane.[53] Reprint-
ed from A. N. Bader, E. G. Hofman, J. Voortman, P. M. P. van Bergen en Henegouwen, H. C.
Gerritsen, Biophys. J. 2009, 97, 2613–2622, with permission from Elsevier.
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clustering in the life sciences. However there are signs that this
situation is about to change. Considerable efforts have been
made to quantify effects of microscopic optics on the mea-
sured anisotropy values and to improve the spatial resolution
obtainable in homoFRET measurements.[40, 44] The effects of flu-
orophore clustering on fluorescence depolarisation due to ho-
moFRET have been studied theoretically,[26, 28, 46, 54] permitting in-
depth analyses of acquired homoFRET data. These develop-
ments have set a sound basis for future ventures to apply ho-
moFRET anisotropy imaging to unsolved problems in the life
sciences.

6. Outlook

Ongoing developments to improve anisotropy resolution in
the cellular environment and to combine anisotropy imaging
with multiparametric or super-resolution fluorescence imaging
techniques will enable researchers to gain more insights into
the self-assembly process and relate it to cellular func-
tions.[32, 55–58] There is also potential for using anisotropy imag-
ing for unsupervised imaging modalities and high-throughput
screening.[59] So far the sizing of clusters has been limited to
relatively small clusters (<4 molecules) because the sensitivity
of current methodologies diminishes rapidly with cluster size.
An extension to permit characterisation of clusters of larger
size would considerably widen the applicability of the tech-
nique. An application field of huge biomedical importance that
would benefit from such developments relates to protein ag-
gregation in neurodegenerative disease. HomoFRET anisotropy
imaging has very recently been applied in the study of amyloid
formation in models of Parkinson’s and related diseases in vi-
tro.[27] A capability to detect and size early cytotoxic oligomers
and protofibrils (made up of ~2–20 molecules) of these amyloi-
dogenic proteins in live cells would generate great impact in
the understanding of these highly debilitating diseases.[3, 60, 61]
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HomoFRET Fluorescence Anisotropy
Imaging as a Tool to Study Molecular
Self-Assembly in Live Cells

Fluorescence anisotropy imaging is re-
viewed as a tool to study protein self-
assembly reactions in live cells. A sum-
mary is given of the current state-of-
the-art and case studies are presented
of successful implementations, high-
lighting technical aspects which have to
be mastered to bridge the gap between
proof-of-concept experiments and bio-
logical discoveries.
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